MarineVerse Cup: Learn, race & try sailing at home!
This winter go sailing with your Oculus Quest!
Wednesday 3rd February 2021 - Melbourne, Australia — MarineVerse team has just released their
latest sailing project - MarineVerse Cup on the new Oculus Quest App Lab store.
Aiming to create the most authentic and approachable VR sailing simulation for the Oculus Quest
headset, the development on the project started almost 2 years ago.
The $299 Oculus Quest 2 is the best entry point into virtual reality sailing. The Quest is an advanced
All-In-One Virtual Reality headset - meaning it and MarineVerse Cup app is all that users need to enjoy
virtual, immersive sailing at home.
MarineVerse Cup will introduce Oculus Quest users to sailing and will help sailors get better at racing.
MarineVerse Cup currently offers 3 unique boats to master: Yacht, Dinghy and Waszp. It includes basic
“Learn how to sail” tutorials and 7 locations to sail in: Sydney, Rio de Janeiro, Cape Town, Enoshima,
San Francisco, New York, Seattle.
Even at this early stage, there is a vibrant and global community of VR sailors from around the globe
racing everyday and having fun. To date, over 9000 players have tried the private Early Access version,
participating in over 2000 “Daily Race” events.
Entering the public Early Access phase of the project, the MarineVerse team will focus on polishing,
improving and refining the existing features developed so far, getting the app ready for everyone, when
MarineVerse Cup ships the 1.0 version later in 2021.
Early Access version of the MarineVerse Cup is now available directly from the Oculus Quest store for
$19.99 USD, when accessed using this link:
https://www.oculus.com/experiences/quest/2465388190184288/

Greg Dziemidowicz, Lead developer, MarineVerse said: “If you are interested in sailing, you MUST try
the MarineVerse Cup, as there is nothing quite like it. We are building this game for people who like
simulation games and want to test their skills in a competitive setting”
Essential links: Oculus Store △ Steam △ Trailer △ Press kit △ Enquiries
MarineVerse is a team of creatives and advocates of sailing and emergent technology, with a mission to inspire,
train, and connect sailors and to share the unique feeling of sailing with a global audience. Now, with MarineVerse
Cup being accessible directly from the Oculus Store, more people than ever will be able to experience this fantastic
sport.

